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8x8,
8x10

12x8, A4,
10x10

12x12 11x14 12x16,
10x18 Pano

Number of pages
(1 page = 2 sides)

FLUSHMOUNTED ALBUMS

Pages are printed using C-Type photographic paper, and then flush mounted onto boards to form 1mm thick pages. The finished 
block is trimmed to size before placing into your choice of cover design. You can choose our basic book cloth or Leather-like cover, 
or upgrade to one of our other cover options, including acrylic or Duo Cover designs.

5  $250 $280 $300 $340 $370   

10  $285 $330 $350 $410 $445   

15  $320 $375 $400 $470 $510   

20  $370 $440 $490 $570 $640    

25  $420 $510 $570 $660 $750  

30  $470 $580 $650 $770 $880   

   

Additional Pages $15 $18 $30 $30 $35  

Thick Pages  $1.00 $1.50 $1.50 $2.00 $2.00       

 

Page Extras

Covers

Book Cloth/Vinyl* $0 $0 $0 $0 $0   

Microfibre Leather* $45  $55  $80 $85 $100   

Upgrade to Real Leather $90 $110  $165 $170 $200   

Image Wrap  $50  $50  $60 $60 $70   

Two Tone Cover* $60  $60  $70 $70 $80   

Duo Image Wrap $60 $60  $70 $70 $80   

Photo Acrylic cover $90  $90 $100 $100 $130  

Cover Extras

(*) Add image window $55 $55 $55 $55 $55   

Blocking (Deboss or foil) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0   

Embelishments $55 $55 $55 $55 $55   

Storage (as part of album only)

Standard Black Box $0 $0 $0 $0 $0   

Black Clamshell Box $70 $80 $80 $80 $80   

Book cloth Clamshell  Box $80 $80 $80 $90 $90   

Image wrap Clamshell  Box $100 $100 $100 $110 $110 

Microfibre Leather: This is a forged leather - processed and pressed to produce a consistent leather texture.

Real Leather: This is a genuine leather hide - distinct grain in each individual cover (hide may contain flaws).

3-4
weeks

EXTRA SETUP COSTS
We can help setup your album if required.  This service costs $110 per hour. Please call for an appointment.
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FLUSHMOUNTED PARENT ALBUMS

Produced using your main album designs, each page is printed using photographic paper, and then flush mounted onto boards to 
form 1mm thick pages. The finished block is then placed into a cover design that will best compliment your main album.

6x9
Approx.

8x8 8x9.2, 8x10.2 
8.25x11

10x10 8x12,A4, 
9x12, 9.6x12

Number of pages
(1 page = 2 sides)

10 $205 $220 $230 $235 $250

15 $240 $245 $260 $265 $285

20 $275 $290 $295 $315 $330

25 $315 $330 $335 $355 $370

30 $350 $365 $370 $395 $410

Additional Pages $10 $10 $15 $15 $15

Thick Pages $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00

Page Extras

Covers

Plain Book Cloth/Vinyl N/C N/C N/C N/C N/C

Microfibre Leather $30 $30 $30 $40 $40

Upgrade to Real Leather $50 $50 $50 $70 $70

Image Wrap $40 $40 $40 $50 $50

Two Tone cover $40 $40 $40 $50 $50

Duo Image Wrap $50 $50 $50 $60 $60

Acrylic cover $70 $70 $70 $80 $80

Cover Extras

(*) Add image window $40 $40 $40 $50 $50

Blocking (Deboss or foil) N/C N/C N/C N/C N/C

Embelishments $40 $40 $40 $40 $40

Storage

Standard Black Box N/C N/C N/C N/C N/C

Black Clamshell Box $60 $70 $70 $80 $80

Parent Album Size = 6.4x8 6x9 A5   8x8 6.3x8 A4  6.6x12  6x8 
10x10       8x10.2 A5 9x12 

Main Album Size = 8x10 8x12 A4 12x12 11x14 A3 10x18 12x16 
14x14

3-4
weeks Only available when purchased with a main album

Book cloth Clamshell  Box $80 $80 $80          $90         $90

Image wrap Clamshell Box $100 $100 $110 $110 $110


